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Told with wit and wisdom, this is Hobson's tale of bringing his city-bred interior-decorator bride

to the harsh life of the British Columbia Interior.
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End of the PartyForewordFAR BACK in the interior of British Columbia, beyond the land of the

Cariboo and the Chilcotin plateau, rises a vast and only partially explored wilderness slashed

by deep gorges and dark mysterious mountain ranges inhabited by moose and timber wolves

and giant grizzly bears.This maze of jungles, swamps and grasslands is drained by an

enormous system of creeks, streams, rivers and clear slow-flowing lakes all eventually merging

to form the Nechako and the Blackwater rivers. In local Indian language Nechako means “land

of the clear waters.”During the spring and summer months the grass-loaded valleys on the

headwaters of these mighty rivers are like oases in the hundreds of miles of green spruce

jungles that surround them. High bunch-grass hills stretch up lush and naked above

transparent waters, a paradise for geese and ducks and big game, cattle and man.But when

the long frosty winter nights settle over the valleys on the headwaters of the Nechako and the

Blackwater, and the mountain passes fill with snow, the country suddenly changes to a cold

isolated silent range cut off from the outside world for months at a time—a frozen deserted

wilderness—where disaster and death allow animal or man few mistakes.Into this strange land

beyond the beyond I had the colossal audacity to transplant my city-raised, interior-decorator

bride several years ago—and this is the story of what happened.1The Bride Meets the

FrontierA MIDWINTER sleigh trip through the frozen uninhabited backlands of British

Columbia’s northern interior was routine business for me, for I had been manager of the

Frontier Cattle Company for many years, but to land my young bride safely and happily on the

remote snow-drifted Batnuni Ranch presented any number of problems.From Gloria’s

comfortable home in Vancouver we were traveling some five hundred miles north by train to the

little one-hundred-horse village of Vanderhoof, where we would switch from the warmth of the

stateroom on the Canadian National Railway to horse-drawn sleigh and saddle horses.From

Vanderhoof we would break trail for seventy-five miles across two minor mountain ranges. This



last stage of our journey would take anywhere from four to eight days, depending on snow

conditions in the mountains. We would be sleeping out in the snowdrifts for several nights.The

things that worried me most were that Gloria could catch pneumonia, freeze to death, or

become completely disgusted with her husband’s way of life before she became

acclimatized.And so—as the train banged and rattled northward that January in 1944, I filled

Gloria in with glowing and exaggerated descriptions of the beautiful bushland, the sleek

Hereford cattle, the smart horses, the heroic people and my keen-brained mongrel dog that

she would soon see. The way I painted the picture it must have sounded as if northern British

Columbia were a sort of sunny Shangri-la instead of a vast frozen solitude with Vanderhoof

one of the few man-made dots in a rugged maze of uninhabited mountains, canyons and

swamps, larger than the states of Oregon, Washington and California all thrown together.We

had spent the first three weeks of our married life in the palatial comfort of the Empress Hotel

in Victoria, and in Gloria’s spacious home in Vancouver, where nine fireplaces burned

cheerfully, and the contrast in surroundings at five-thirty A.M. on that pitch-dark twenty-below-

zero morning, when the train groaned across the frozen rails into Vanderhoof, must have given

my bride quite a jolt.In the pre-dawn darkness, Vanderhoof’s dimly lit station was almost

obscured in great hissing clouds of steam rolling up from beneath the cars.The porter, Gloria

and I hurriedly gathered together the vast assortment of Gloria’s luggage, while I threw my

thirty years’ gatherings into my battered, long-suffering dunnage bag and beat-up suitcase, and

we all slipped and slid around on the ice-crusted platform.My ranch foreman, blond, square-

jawed Harold Dwinnell, and his wife, Lucille, surged up out of the darkness with loud

exclamations of relief.“Everything’s all lined up for the newlyweds,” yelled Harold over the creak

and crunch of the departing train, “but that winter trail over the mountains is as cold as

ever.”The train noise grew faint in the distance; silence and darkness settled down around us. A

horse stomped the hard-packed snow and snorted into the frost. Lucille led Gloria towards a

white-frosted team and sleigh, tied behind the station.Harold picked up the lines, and Mike and

Bud, the wheel team of a four-up, swung the outfit around, the sleigh runners biting into the

snow as we glided towards a single row of lights in the distance.“This is thrilling,” Gloria called.

“I know I’m going to love it all.’’I hope so,” I answered dubiously, shivering in my business suit

and overcoat.Vanderhoof was like home to me. I had trailed pack trains and beef drives into the

village for the past eight years. I knew practically every man, and most of the horse and dog

population, of the district.Many bets and wagers had been made as to whether Rich Hobson

would actually land a real live bride here in the back country. Speculation as to what Gloria

would look like, how she would fit in and how long she would last had been rife ever since

articles and pictures of our wedding had appeared in the Vancouver papers. I knew only too

well that a rowdy but well-meaning celebration was inevitable and an enormous amount of

liquid spirits would be consumed before we slid out of the little town. At thirty-six years of age,

in top range condition, I not only looked forward to the ordeal but was outrageously optimistic

about the outcome.After I had become engaged to Gloria in Vancouver, I returned

toVanderhoof to announce proudly at my bachelor party that I was going to bring back a

strikingly beautiful, intelligent, young blond bride, a girl with a terrific sense of humor who

understood politics, books, the world situation, men, horses and cows.The bachelor party in

Bob Reid’s Frontier Hotel lasted for nearly three days, but Bob was extremely thoughtful when

he handed the participants the bill which included two broken day beds, three demolished

chairs, a cracked washbasin, a shattered chiffonier and a large assortment of smashed china

and glassware.Bob Reid chuckled when he reminded me of certain commitments I had made

during the height of the celebration.“Rich,” he said, “if you’re really preparing to marry this



dream girl you’re sure starting out the hard way.”I cut in on Bob. “What have I done now? We’ve

had our stampede here at Reid’s Hotel—not in Gloria’s home city.”A broad grin spread across

Bob’s slightly red face.“Don’t you remember all the plans you made with your best man and

your string of ushers? Sam Cocker, Pat Patterson, Maynard Kerr, Skookum Davidson and me—

and I’m the only one that’s not going. Think that one over, my boy.”A fast picture of these

characters flashed across my mind. I cringed down in my chair. My mouth felt suddenly dry.

This was the most unpredictable bunch of wild men north of the Fifty-third Parallel.Sam Cocker

—pioneer, orator, politician, ladies’ man supreme, the first man to negotiate the then

impassable trails from Ashcroft in southern British Columbia to Vanderhoof with a

wagon.Maynard Kerr—Vanderhoof’s leading merchant, prospector, head of the Board of Trade,

smooth as glass.Pat Patterson—village blacksmith and Mayor, Irish iron man, keenest wit and

deflator of egos and pomposity in the Pacific Northwest.Skookum Davidson—legendary figure

of northern British Columbia and the Yukon. Greatest packer of the day—a giant in strength

with a voice that can be heard cannonading across a whole town, trained by yelling at pack

trains and wild horses—a character who packs six-shooters, rounds up outlaws for the

Northwest Mounted Police, and has busted up whole villages and frontier towns by himself.“My

God,” I gasped at Bob Reid. “They didn’t take me seriously did they?”“Those boys are getting

lined up this evening. What a time the gang of you are going to have down there in civilization.

But your marriage—you might as well forget it.”Luckily for me one of my old friends, Ebert Lee,

the son of a pioneer Vanderhoof family, who had founded and built up one of British Columbia’s

biggest truck and freight lines, Lee’s Transport, arrived in town during the evening driving one

of his giant new trailer trucks. I told Ebert the mess I had got myself into. We made plans, and

long before daylight I jumped furtively into his truck and we roared towards Vancouver, leaving

the best man and my ushers waiting happily for me in Pat Patterson’s blacksmith shop.Now my

main objective, to marry Gloria, had been accomplished. We were back in Vanderhoof and I

would have to face the group.Our first caller was the fabulous Skookum Davidson. Now, instead

of the booted and big-hatted giant with six-shooters hanging from his hip whom I had led Gloria

to expect, the man who bowed graciously to her as he entered our hotel room was dressed in a

dark pin-stripe suit, starched white shirt and quiet tie, and his ease of manner matched his

immaculate garb.Pat Patterson and Sam Cocker, Maynard Kerr and Bob Reid with their wives

all arrived to pay their respects to my bride. Their manners were charming, their talk was

interesting but not in the least disquieting.“He has brought back a gracious and lovely bride,”

Bob Reid summed up, “and he did it without any help from us.”“But,” said Gloria, “it will be a

long time before I believe anything more that Rich tells me about the North Country and his

Wild West friends.”Several days before we loaded up our food, horse feed and belongings on

the sleigh and pack horses and headed for the mountains, the well-behaved Skook must have

felt the pressure bearing down on his perfect behavior. He hired John Russ, one of the town’s

accordionists, to follow us about the village and into our quarters playing cowboy tunes. Skook

even rented the thin-walled bedroom next to ours where he goaded the tired accordion player

into playing from dark to dawn for two full nights.The day we headed for Batnuni, Skook was

also pushing off into the wilds in the direction of his horse ranch six hundred miles north of

Vanderhoof to Lower Post on the Yukon boundary, and Gloria now had a chance to see the

colorful horseman in the advertised regalia.And then we were on our own with the dark snow-

drifted forests closing in on the four-up and the pack horses.Our small compact safari

consisted first and foremost of the four-up. Mike and Bud, called the wheel team, were next to

the sleigh box, and the leaders were Frankie and Toni. The wheelers or luggers are as a rule

larger horses than the leaders who are picked more for agility and quickness on sharp turns.



Mike and Bud were low, blocky animals, brown and gray, weighing around 1,700 pounds each.

Frankie and Toni were a well-matched, leggy, quick-on-the-getaway team, weighing around

1,350 pounds apiece.There were Stuyvie and Nimpo, small half-Arab saddle horses, with quite

a history in British Columbia; Skook, a long-faced, gentle running horse, a wedding present

from Skook Davidson to Gloria and named after the donor; and there were my fast young trail

bays, Rhino and Giant, 1,300 pounds, seventeen hands, long in the leg, short in the back,

deep in the chest, fast walkers. Rhino was a good rope horse and almost unbeatable when it

came to running wild range horses. Moonshine, Harold Dwinnell’s Morgan-cross cow horse,

rounded out the horses.My trail companion, the Bear, a dark-colored, high-toned mongrel cow

dog who never moved far from me, whether I was sleeping, eating, driving cattle or running

horses, took up his usual scout position at the head of the cavalcade, his bushy tail used for

balance carried high over his back, his ears flapping up and down. The sharp-nosed dog

moved proudly but cautiously down the trail as if he were walking on eggshells, ignoring his girl

friend, the Queen, a great affectionate cream and white Saint Bernard, who galloped happily

back and forth, getting in everyone’s way, scaring the horses and barking her enthusiasm now

that the trip had started.There had been speculation on Harold’s and my part as to how the

Bear would receive Gloria. If there was ever a jealous, one-man dog, he was it. So far he had

merely eyed her curiously, then carried on with his own way of life, ignoring Gloria’s existence

entirely.Harold’s and Lucille’s three children were with us. Charlie, a trim-built, freckle-faced,

bright-eyed boy of eight who already could throw a wicked loop, rode Moonshine on this first

day out of Vanderhoof. The two beautiful little blond, blue-eyed daughters, Colleen, six, and

Darlene, three, rode up on top of the high sleigh with Gloria and their mother and their

teamster father, while I rode Rhino.It was now close to the first of February. Owing to deep

snow and, later, mud, this seventy-five-mile sleigh road over the mountains would soon be

impractical for hauling freight until well into May unless nature played a most unusual trick. It

was absolutely essential to have all necessary food and equipment for four months loaded on

this last sleigh trip of the season.Such items as flour, sugar, beans, rice and macaroni, salt,

coffee and lard were essentials, but many other important items were on our lists. Some of the

musts were harness leather, snaps, rings, latigo leather, soft ropes, hard-twist rope, glass

panes, glass cutters, lamp gas, coal oil, sewing kit, smooth wire, horseshoes and nails, eight-

to twelve-ounce canvas, ammunition, medical equipment, veterinary supplies and medicines,

nuts and bolts of all sizes, burlap, raw wool to repair garments and make replacements, scrap

iron of various sorts, sizes and shapes, necessary for repairs in a remote area where the horse

and the vehicles he lugs and works are essential to operating a cow outfit, and of course there

were always tools to be replaced and myriads of other articles that were constantly being used

on the ranch and the range.Harold had worked nearly two days on the inventory, figuring out

just how much of this item and that would be used by each person on the ranch for at least 120

days, multiplied by the total of the population. Gloria was astounded at the careful preparation

that went into the organization of our load.She spoke to Harold as the sleigh slid along.“Why, I

always thought, read and saw in the movies that it was a simple matter for a cowboy to

harness up his team and trot to town for a few supplies. Now it appears that foresight is a very

important part of the ranch business.”“Git out of it, Toni,” Harold called in a loud voice to the

horse. “Step up there, you old knothead.”He crossed his empty right hand encased in

teamster’s gloves over to his left which held the four lines between thumb and next three

fingers, all four lines dangling over his hand. Deftly he pulled one line slightly tighter and let two

slip through his fingers for an inch or two.“Toni,” he barked.The leggy gray broke forward to

come even with Frankie and the lead stretchers tightened up again.Harold was an expert four-



up man, an art that takes a lot of driving practice, a lot of time to learn and no end of horse

savvy. Now with the doubletrees and lead stretchers humming evenly in tension, Harold turned

towards Gloria.“The next time you drift over this trail, Gloria, you’ll know a lot of the answers.

There’s a big difference in running a cow outfit which is cut off from the world for months at a

time and the average outfit that’s within reach of supplies.“We’re plenty far back in the toolies at

Batnuni—seventy-five miles from a car road—but the Home Ranch, the main unit of the

Frontier Company, where Panhandle Phillips is holed up for the winter feeding cows, is close to

two hundred miles from town.“Maybe you’ll get up there next summer when we’re moving cattle

or horses between the units. If you do you’ll see a real old-time cow outfit. The newspapers and

magazines claim it’s the most remote cattle ranch in North America, and I sure don’t doubt that

one bit.”“I’m not particularly anxious to go back any farther than the Batnuni,” answered Gloria.

“From what I hear of it, I’ll be getting into an old-time cow outfit there too.”It was at this point

that one of Gloria’s cheeks turned from pink to paper white, and at the same time her left hand

stopped hurting and went numb. Harold pulled the team to a stop and I rubbed the circulation

back with my hands and a bit of snow. We made Gloria and Lucille and the children dance up

and down and then walk behind the sleigh for a half mile to get blood stirring up.Late on that

frosty afternoon of Gloria’s first day on the trail, our outfit broke suddenly out of the bushes on

a long narrow clearing where several settlers had staked out land and were running a few beef

cattle and milk cows, and raising excellent vegetable gardens. The Bear haughtily led the way

towards an old weather-grayed log house, and a large log barn and corrals.A collie dog ran

towards our line-up yacking. The Queen stopped in her tracks waving her big bushy tail over

her back as she said hello to the little collie who stopped his barking and smiled up at her. But

the Bear paid not the slightest attention. He strutted on by the collie and the Queen and

headed in the direction of the outbuildings. The Bear had been here many times before.This

was Elijah Hargreaves’ homestead, at the edge of the mountain country where we often put up

for the night, either coming or going between Batnuni and town. Lije was one of the earliest

settlers in this part of the country and although he didn’t run a stopping house, we were always

welcome, and in return we bought potatoes, chickens and horse feed from him.As Harold

swung the team through the gate towards the barn a tall dark-skinned figure with thin black and

gray side-whiskers and a long black goatee, stepped from the back porch and waved a walking

stick in our direction. The man was wearing army pants with puttees. Heavy gray underwear

and wide suspenders decorated his upper half. He paused there on the porch a moment, then

ducked back into the house.“Who is that?” exclaimed Gloria. “That man looks exactly like Haile

Selassie.”“Charlie McHenry,” I called to her as I jumped down from my horse. “There’s a real

character for you.”Harold brought the team to a stop and amidst the confusion of unloading

freezables and taking care of the horses I tried briefly to describe Charlie.Charlie was half

Alabama Negro and half Oklahoma Cherokee Indian. He had pioneered in the country west of

us and always claimed to be “the first white man in the Ootsa Lake Country.”His experiences

were legendary. He was Elijah’s permanent house guest and also tutor for Lije’s small son,

George. That’s as far as I got in my description of McHenry.Horses were tramping about

blowing steam in the air. Kids and dogs were running here and there and Elijah arrived in our

midst, a five-foot-tall, thoughtful, happy-go-lucky frontiersman.Harold and I took care of the

horses, then headed for the house. A pale pink and blue sky on the tree-lined eastern horizon

told us we were in for a cold snap.There was just enough room for the bunch of us to mill about

Lije’s iron heater in the small living room. We had no sooner settled ourselves when Charlie

McHenry began to give Gloria and Lucille a blow-by-blow description of the ill-fated trip that he

and Maynard Kerr and I had endured the year before, an unproductive seven-week foray with



saddle and pack horses into the little-known Fawnie, Itcha and Nechako mountain ranges in

search of strategic war minerals. It had been one of those expeditions when everything went

wrong including our estimates of time and mileage and food requirements.As we axed our way

through a deadly, burned-over muskeggy country on the last two weeks of the journey we lived

entirely on tobacco, coffee, three small suckers, several scrawny crows and two ground

squirrels. Maynard wound up with a stomach ulcer, McHenry with a permanently crippled hip

and myself with a loss of forty-five pounds and a phobia which haunts me to this day—a deadly

fear that I will run out of food. As a result I have insisted on an overstocked stomach and pantry

ever since.2A Strange New WorldThe night we spent with McHenry and Elijah and the

following days on the bush trail to Batnuni were commonplace to me, but to Gloria, fresh from

the city, every hour brought new and exciting experiences. So I’m turning this chapter over to

my wife, whose recollections and impressions are aided by a diary she kept of her first days on

the frontier.THE WALLS in McHenry’s and Elijah’s living room had been covered with a

flowered wallpaper that rippled in and out over the logs, and where the house had settled, the

paper had ripped, exposing the logs and the insulation which consisted of old newspapers, egg

cartons, wool underwear and worn-out socks tucked in between the cracks.In the kitchen dark

blue paper had been stretched over the logs, and it carried the grease stains and smoke

smudges of many years. On the kitchen range sat an ancient coffeepot, a huge black kettle

bubbling with some kind of chicken mash that gave off a sickish odor, and the remainder of the

stove top was covered with eggshells and rust.I began to worry about where we were all going

to sleep, for a gray blanket hung over an opening in the living room disclosed that there was

just one bedroom. But Rich solved that problem when he came in and announced happily that

he had made up a bed for us in the hayloft in the barn.During the day, while the sun was

shining on the snow, it had seemed warm, but as soon as the sun dipped out of sight the cold

frosty air closed in around us as we sorted out the freezables and moved them into the kitchen.

A thermometer hung on the wall outside the kitchen door. It read ten below zero that night

when Rich and I and the Queen and the Bear said good night and picked our way through

some fallen-in corrals to the log barn which stood among a group of snow-covered spruce

trees.I started to giggle to myself. It was hard to believe that only a few days before I had

worried about Rich having to share a bathroom with my brother in our house in Vancouver.

Now, the nearest “bathroom” leaned lopsidedly up against a chicken house, its door askew,

and the moonlight shining in on the frost-covered mail-order catalog.I have read a lot of lyrical

descriptions of the joys of sleeping in a hayloft on the sweet-smelling hay. That night I decided

that they were all written by people who had never had that experience. I was wearing an

unbelievable amount of clothes, scratchy woolen underwear, wool slacks, a flannel shirt and

Indian raw-wool sweater under my heavy canvas parka, and bulky Indian raw-wool socks in

low-laced rubber boots with felt inner soles. That night I undressed to the extent of taking off

the rubber boots and the parka, and some time during the night, as I tossed and struggled in

the heavy sleeping bag, I seriously considered putting my parka on again, in the hope that the

hood would prevent some of the hay and grain stalks and chaff from seeping down my

neck.Late the following morning I climbed wearily down the ladder on the outside of the barn to

find that Rich and Harold had the sleigh loaded, the horses harnessed and saddled. Upon

enquiring I was told my make-up kit was packed in the bottom of the sleigh. Lucille loaned me a

lipstick and a comb, McHenry poured me a cup of coffee, I refused the pancakes which

steamed in a large black frying pan next to the chicken mash, and almost before I had time to

properly thank McHenry and Lije for their hospitality, Rich was hoisting me up onto Stuyvie.

The Dwinnell children climbed into the sleigh behind Lucille, Harold stood in the front of the



sleigh, gathered up his four lines in his left hand, and shouted to his four big horses, and we

were off for the Batnuni.Directly in back of the house the trail climbed steeply up the face of a

small mountain where seepage water had flowed out of the cut in the bank and formed an

unmarked pale blue ice surface that tilted alarmingly towards the edge of the cliff. Rich rode his

big bay Rhino and led Skook ahead of me.He yelled at me—“Kick your feet out of the stirrups

coming across here, and if Stuyvie slips, roll off on the upside of him.”I let the little bay pick his

way carefully across the icy face, keeping my head averted so that I couldn’t see the sheer

drop to the tiny creek at the bottom of the hill. When we were safely at the top we turned and

watched the four horses pulling the sleigh up. The lead horses seemed to step easily across

the ice, but the wheelers, Mike and Bud, dug in and pulled with their bellies almost touching the

ground. We waved to Lije and McHenry who stood like toy figures beside the creek, then

swung around the hill.Ahead of us a cone-shaped, treeless, snow-smothered mountain called

Sinkut rose up. As the trail leveled off and swung towards its lower slopes, the snow deepened.

Slowly, so slowly, we plodded along the trail which wound gradually around the mountain. Off to

the south an unbroken endless panorama of green jackpines stretched away to a cloudless

cold horizon.Charlie Dwinnell waved to me and then to the south—“The Batnuni is over there,

Gloria. We’ll be there in four or five days.”It must have been about one o’clock in the afternoon

when Rich reined Rhinoceros in under a giant spruce tree. I dismounted stiffly, the cords in the

back of my legs felt as if they were on fire, but as I floundered about in the snow gathering up

twigs and sticks for our noon campfire, my legs gradually loosened up again.Harold unhitched

his four-up, took the bits out of their mouths and poured little piles of oats for each of them on

sacks placed on the snow. Rich did the same for the saddle horses. Lucille dug a large tin with

a wire handle out of the kitchen box, filled it with snow and set it over the fire. Our sandwiches

were frozen but we ate ravenously, drank many steaming mugs of coffee, and within an hour

were on our way again.We were to travel about twenty miles this day to the Halfway Cabin. As

the sun disappeared and my legs stiffened up again and the cold air crept insidiously inside my

parka, I kept my mind fastened optimistically on the thought of the cabin. Visions of a great

open fire, hot food and soft beds swam in my mind. I could hardly believe it when we turned a

bend in the trail and faced a ramshackle log building which couldn’t have stood over six feet in

height, and measured about eight by eight feet in size.Inside it a crude pole bunk was built into

one corner, but in place of a mattress, great piles of twigs and pine cones and shredded bits of

cardboard lay piled on it. Another heap of rubbish sat on the top of a tiny tin stove.“Oh, darn it,”

said Lucille. “Those pack rats have moved in again.”She grabbed up the remains of a broom

which leaned against the windowless log wall and began to sweep the refuse out the plank

door into the snow. For the first time, I smelled the unforgettable unpleasant odor of pack rats,

the greatest nuisance in the North Country.Rich carried our kitchen box into the tiny cabin and

Lucille set to work to cook up a dinner for the group of us. She worked quickly and efficiently.

Before very long, soup from a series of packages bubbled on the camp stove, and a great

frying pan held a luscious golden-brown bannock, a giant sort of fluffy biscuit.Fortunately Rich

seemed to dislike the pack-rat odor as much as I did, and immediately after supper, while we

waited for the snow water to melt to wash out tin plates and mugs, he lugged our sleeping bags

and several canvases out in the snow, and made up our beds under the wide branches of a

spruce.I was watching him make up the beds when I heard the distant tinkle of sleigh bells. I

listened for a long time before I said anything, for I had been told that the only people in the

country other than ourselves were the Goodlands, a Scotch-English family who had

homesteaded some thirty miles beyond the Halfway Cabin.The stars were flashing through the

tall tops of the spruce trees which seemed to be bending under the weight of the snow on their



branches, whitish smoke curled up from the stovepipe which shoved crookedly through the roof

of the little cabin, when a sleigh drawn by four frost-covered horses, whose breath showed

white and steamy in the cold air, drew up in front of the cabin.A man and woman sat in the

front of the sleigh. The man wore a high fur hat like a Russian Cossack’s, and a heavy

moosehide jacket with long fringes. The girl’s pretty face peeped out of a fur-lined parka, her

dark eyes sparkling.They sat for a minute without speaking and the scene was exactly like a

Currier and Ives print. It was almost too good to be true.It was, indeed, the Goodlands, the

younger couple, on their way to town for supplies.Lucille and the children tumbled out of the

low door of the cabin, and suddenly everybody was talking at once. I was introduced to Sam

Goodland, a tall, quiet, serious-faced man in his thirties, and his vivacious tiny wife, Jean, who

was obviously still in her teens.The Goodlands moved their bedrolls into the cabin with the

Dwinnells. I worried a little about where they were all going to sleep before I fell asleep myself

with the Queen snuggled up against me. The Bear was on the far side of the bed next to Rich.

He was still very aloof. Sometimes I would catch him looking at me speculatively, but whenever

ever he noticed me looking his way he would turn his head and walk self-consciously off.The

barking of the dogs woke me. The Queen was standing with her hind feet on my stomach, her

130 pounds shifting back and forth across my body as she excitedly tried to climb the spruce

we were sleeping under. High in the branches a tiny chipmunk chattered saucily. The sun on

my face was hot, and the reflection of it on the snow sparkled like millions of diamonds. It was

a beautiful morning.I crawled out of my sleeping bag expecting to be stiff and sore, but I only

felt a tremendous feeling of well-being. The nights in the open air, the exercise and the

excitement of the unexpected were doing their work. In the city I led an average life, and was

used to arising in the morning with the city feeling—tired, not too excited about what was

ahead of me, and feeling the effects of too-late nights, too many cigarettes and a life spent

largely within walls.That morning, I received an inkling of what it was like to live in the open. I

still am amazed, on bush trips to wake up with that completely rested, revitalized feeling, even

though the night before when I crawled into bed I was so physically tired I thought I would

never be able to get up again.That day we traveled ten miles to the 44 Camp, where a tiny

frozen stream meandered along beside a high log fence which enclosed about ten acres of

willow bottom and open wild meadow. This was one of the Frontier Cattle Company holding

pens, and was used as a night holding pasture on the beef drives from the Frontier ranches to

Vanderhoof and the railroad.We had had slow going that day. We had reached the height of

land, 4,100 feet, and the snow lay nearly three feet deep in the bush. The unevenly broken trail

was rough, and the four-up had to rest many times during the day. Only once had we seen an

opening, and that was a great muskeg with tiny stunted Christmas trees sprouting here and

there across its broad expanse, only the very tops of their branches showing above the white

blanket.We made a comfortable camp. Near the stream several big jackpine trees had been

ringed and the bark peeled off them with an axe by Rich. They were now dry, and yellow with

pitch, and our campfire blazed and sputtered cheerfully in front of the little pup tent where the

children slept. Lucille and Harold, like Rich and me, had simply stretched their bedrolls out on

top of canvases under spruce trees. The horses were turned loose in the log enclosure and

they pawed away at the deep snow, nibbling at the high, coarse edged wild slough grass which

they uncovered.Lucille fried bacon and hotcakes over the campfire. The Queen sat next to me

and begged incessantly throughout the meal, but the Bear lay a short distance from our camp

with his back turned to us. He had followed Rich for many years along the trails; sometimes

they had been short of food, and the Bear had devised his own trail etiquette. He never begged

on the trail. In a house it was different. He knew that there was usually a good supply of food in



a house, and he was not embarrassing anyone by asking for it.The next night, long after dark,

we twisted and turned down a long hill to a neat little valley where the Goodlands had their

homestead. Beautifully constructed log buildings were dotted about in the tall trees bordering

the river which wound through their meadow.Sam’s father, Harry, a slim, aristocratic-looking

Englishman, came out to meet us, swinging a coal-oil lantern. He led the horses to the barn

while Lucille and the children and I walked to the house, a new log structure some thirty feet by

twenty feet. The door was open and the heavenly smell of new-baked bread streamed out.

Inside, Mrs. Goodland, a gray-haired, jolly Scotswoman with a hearty laugh and a witty tongue,

was setting the table in a big cozy kitchen. The dim coal-oil light threw shadows across the

huge iron cookstove, the blue-willow-pattern china and the homemade patchwork quilts which

covered the cots in the roomy, square living room. The house was warm and cheerful and,

once inside, it was hard to believe that it was sitting all by itself in an immensity of forests

where the only neighbors were the squirrels, the mink and fisher and otter that traversed the

little wilderness creeks, and the moose and coyotes and wolves and grizzly bears that

inhabited the wild meadows and heavy bush.That night we slept on feather mattresses and

woke to the cheery sounds of a fire crackling in the big oil-drum heater in the living room.

Before many minutes had passed, Harry knocked on the partition that divided our bedroom

from the living room and then entered carrying a cup of tea for me. A breakfast of feathery

Scotch scones, wild blueberry jam and tea, and we waved good-bye to the old couple who

stood together under the trees in front of the house.The Goodlands had moved to their wild

meadow several years before, and while Sam and Jean made the occasional sleigh and pack-

horse trip out to town for supplies and mail, the older couple had only been out to civilization

once in two years. But they showed no signs of the isolated life they led. Their battery radio

supplied them with all the news of the world and what was going on in it, they were keen and

interested in all the up-to-the-minute happenings, well read and, above all, relaxed and

contented in the little empire of their own building. In the old country Harry had been trained as

a carpenter, and his early training was evident in many things; the hand-wrought iron door

latches, the neat dovetail corners of the log buildings, and the free-swinging, handsome log

gates set in the numerous worm fences and corrals around their place.
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Texas, to a cabin off-grid in the wilderness of Alaska

Sasquatch #3, “Know the country. All three of Rich Hobson's books are excellent.I only say that

because I know that country intimately.However it is one of those series written by the author in

first person dialogue that really brings home the impression of what the area was like in 1934

till-his death in 1966.The area has certainly changed but I knew it from 1957 when I spent a lot

of time exploring and following my geological work.Many nights spent out and none of Rich's

words exaggerate the situation when sleeping under a spruce tree in a blinding rain storm or

snow storm.Horses and later primitive ATV's were our mode of transport.Wonderful books by a

man I just missed meeting.But his and Pan Phillips names are legend in the area.Read

them ,you'll enjoy and likely read and reread”

Katie, “Hobson’s work is major five star!. All three of Rich’s work describing what it was like to

build a million+-acre cattle ranch in the wilds of British Columbia not only provides in vivid

detail the stamina of both men and their animals, but also the magnificence of the the

wilderness and its wild creatures. He dedicated “Grass Beyond the Mountains” to his horses. I

was impressed enough to pull a Casita camp trailer from Texas to the Chilcotin, across the

Canadian Rockies, to visit as many of his ‘camp’ locations as possible. Unbelievable! Best to

read the books in order of publication.”

D. Bryner, “The Rancher Takes a Wife. I fell in love with Richmond P. Hobson's first book

"Grass Beyond the Mountains," when I was very young...was thrilled to find the sequels,

"Nothing Too Good For a Cowboy," and "The Rancher Takes a Wife." This is a fine, tight copy

and I'm thrilled to begin reading. Mr Hobson spins a great tale...he makes you feel as if you

were right there with him.”

Olivia, “I highly recommend this whole series for the insight it gives into .... Within one week I

read all three of Hobson's books, starting with Grass Beyond the Mountains and ending with

The Rancher Takes a Wife. Again a fascinating tale of pioneering development in the far north

of British Columbia but with the difference that Hobson's wife writes one chapter, adding her

perspective on ranch life and isolation. I highly recommend this whole series for the insight it

gives into the challenges faced by these cattlemen, for the adventure of a fascinating tale, and

for the inspiration provided by the history of good men and women giving their best in the worst

of circumstances.”

Ebook Tops Reader Ron, “Compelling. Once started, I couldn't put it down.The imagery in the

tales of frozen bodies makes my skin crawl.Having earned my pilot licenses in Winnipeg in

minus 40 degree weather, I can't imagine being out in anything colder.Also, the grizzly

encounters are beautifully told.With just enough detail that you have to think of a small thing

called luck.”

GSM, “All three of Hobson's books were great reads. Couldn't put them down. All three of

Hobson's books were great reads. Couldn't put them down! If you're in the market for "what the

heck were they thinking" adventure into the 1930s and 40s BC wilderness (without yourself

dealing with -60 temps, wolves, floods and salty characters) Hobson's "trilogy" definitely gives

you just that. Written more than 50 years ago makes them even better.”



abados79, “Good enough to steal. Would love to tell you how this was. I bought it and my uncle

asked to borrow it while he was at my house. Then he took it home to finish and I haven’t seen

it since. He said it was good enough to steal though.”

Mardi's Mom, “Nothing like a happy ending!. I hope I didn't spoil it by saying that it has a happy

ending! All three of these books were wonderful to read. Even more so because I and my

mother before me, have spent a good bit of our lives traveling to this very area of British

Columbia. Some of the relatives of the people in the stories are still there and all have stories

of their own. What a magical land!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An excellent and gritty account of adventures in ranch pioneering in ....

An excellent and gritty account of adventures in ranch pioneering in the frozen Cariboo. It's a

short book but it became a long, very enjoyable read through following the author's travels on

maps and reading up Wikipedia on many of his contemporary references. At times it was hard

to tell if the names were of cowboys, First Nations people or horses as all were so dependent

on each other to make a go of it or often just to survive. I feel I know that area quite well now

and plan to visit there in the summer. I recommended it to our book club and all really enjoyed

it - especially the would-be cowboys amongst us.  My most memorable read of 2015.”

Sharon Bell, “The book records ranching history in the northern parts of British Columbia,

Canada. I was pleased that I could purchase all three of Richard Hobson's books. I read them

when I was a teenager and lived not far from the area he wrote about. I have great admiration

of the author.”

Alana Cloud, “Book was good, and would say for those that like out .... Not too much to say,

except that the author was one tough guy, and heaven only knows how he survived his

experiences. Book was good, and would say for those that like out in the woods and no man's

land - go buy it.  It is a fun one, along with the experience and the hardest work one can do.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book ; good service. Great reading”

Roy Allan, “Five Stars. Great read from years ago just wanted to read it again.”

The book by Richmond P. Hobson has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 156 people have provided

feedback.
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